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Abstract-
Artificial intelligence has been studied for decades and remains one of the most puzzling subjects in computer science, its most powerful technology for humanity, where we now live in the age of massive data, an age in which we can collect huge amounts of information that hinder the person & #039; s process. Artificial intelligence has already been fruitful, in many industries such as technology, banking, marketing, and entertainment. Artificial intelligence is a science that has changed our lives already. In this paper, artificial intelligence was including concepts, methods, applications, and integration. At the same time, the definitions and methods of artificial intelligence were summarized. In the end, the structure and classification of AI and its related fields and application areas were introduced in detail. A total of 27,451 papers that were published between 1977 and 2018 (84.6% were dated 2008-2018) were retrieved from the Web of Science platform. The descriptive analysis of data examined the publication volume, and authors and countries’ collaboration. A global network of authors’ keywords and content analysis of related scientific literature highlighted the use of major techniques, including Robotic networks, Artificial intelligence, and Natural language process, and their most frequent applications in the Clinical Prediction and Treatment of patients. The number of cancer-related publications was the highest in number, followed by heart diseases and Stroke, Vision impairment, Alzheimer's, and Depression. Moreover, the shortage research of on applications for some high-burden diseases suggests future directions in AI in core research. This essay will also briefly examine the problems with artificial intelligence in the field of medicine, demonstrating that weak AI may even be preferable to strong AI in the context of healthcare. Humans would still play a crucial role in the delivery of healthcare, but in many cases, less expensive, purpose-fit healthcare personnel might be taught to "fill the gaps" left by less competent AI. Thus, the doctor's function as a pricy problem-solver would become redundant.
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1) Introduction -
(AI) is a computer or computer-controlled robot to perform tasks commonly associated with intelligent beings. The term is frequently applied to the project of developing systems endowed with the intellectual processes characteristic of humans, such as the ability to reason, discover meaning, generalize, or learn from experience. (Miller, 2019) Artificial intelligence (AI) is rapidly opening up a new frontier in the fields of business, corporate practices, and governmental policy. The intelligence of machines and robotics with deep learning capabilities have created profound disrupting and enabling impacts on businesses, governments, and society.(Gorski & Tan, 2020) They are also influencing the larger trends in global sustainability. As the AI re- volution transforms our world, it could herald a utopian future where humanity co-exists here- ominously with machines, or portend a dystopian world filled with conflict, poverty, and surf-fearing. Presently, most definitions state that AI solves complex cognitive problems as so-cited with human intelligence, that AI helps as many people as possible through smartphones or healthcare, or even that AI recognizes problems and creates solutions for the benefit of technology, people, and society.(Vaishya et al., 2020) For example, CEO of IBM, Gianni Rometty, argues that AI technologies are “technologies to augment human intelligence…By and large, we see a world where this is a partnership between man and machine, which will improve us and allow us to do what the human condition is best to do”. (Kaul et al., 2020)The terms AI and AI systems were first introduced in the 1950s. With the advancement of Big Data technologies, (Duan et al., 2019)e.g., improved computing storage capability and super-fast speed of data processing machines, AI is being revitalized with the availability and power of Big Data.
Artificial intelligence is a key emerging technology of the future, with seemingly limitless capabilities. It is referred to as general or super AI. Simultaneously it is continuously (Hill et al., 2015) receiving and monitoring data from how the vehicle is performing AI uses and classifies that data to see whether the scenario the vehicle is facing requires some type of interview and produces an output to the vehicle to navigate safely through the scenario it perceives. These limitations of a single-factor optimization process can be overcome by using empirical methods. In empirical methods, two approaches are possible, viz. statistical-based approach. (Desai et al., 2008).

We live, and the door to the future is wide open for how it will impact us in the future & Experts say there will likely be more discussions on privacy, security, and continued software development to help keep people’s businesses safe as AI advance. (Attia et al., 2019) Artificial intelligence is transforming the way the world runs and will continue to do so as time marches. It appears that there are very limited academic re- search papers focusing on understanding the use and impact of the new generation of AI from the technology application perspective with rigorous academic investigation and theorization. Moreover, much current academic writing seems ignorant of what happened from 1970 to 2000 despite the availability of extensive publications. (Markakis, 2017) Siri, Alexa, and other voice recognition devices learn about you and your preferences, helping them know how to help you. These tools also utilize artificial intelligence to pull in answers to your questions or perform the tasks you ask. Things like plagiarism checkers and citation finders can help educators and students utilize artificial intelligence to enhance papers and research. (Levin et al., 2022) The artificial intelligence systems can read the words used, and use their databases to research everything they know in the blink of an eye. It allows them to check spelling, and grammar, for plagiarized content, and more. (Bini, 2018) Artificial intelligence’s (A.I.) efforts in the last half-century. Model human use by computer has not been wildly successful while the idea of using human language in the country cate with computer holds merit. A. Scientists have, for decades, underestimated the complexity of human language, in both comprehension and generation. (Hill et al., 2015).

**Importance Of Artificial Intelligence**

Artificial intelligence’s (A.I.) efforts in the last half-century to model human language used by computers have not been wildly successful. A.I. scientists have, for decades, underestimated the complexity of human language, in both comprehension and generation. (Jarrahi, 2018) The obstacle for computers is not just understanding the meanings of words but the endless variability of expression in which those words are collocated in the language used to communicate meaning. (Hill et al., 2015). Artificial Intelligence is mainly using our life, just like software, and devices, we can solve real-life problems very easily. While concerning for some individuals, voice assistants are always in listening mode and are activated upon hearing a keyword (also known as a ‘wake-word’) to commence its functionality (e.g., Okay Google, or hey Alexa). (Froese & Ziemke, 2009) Upon consuming the keyword, the device is ready to interact with its user and is activated upon hearing a keyword (also known as a ‘wake-word’) to commence its functionality (e.g., Okay, Google, or Hey Alexa). The device is ready to interact with its user upon consuming the keyword. (Mclean & Osei-Frimpong, 2019). Such as human future life create a Robot, and we can work in the environment of several human gallery raising – Artificial Intelligence opens the path to new technology new device & opportunity (Desai et al., 2008).

Many people are wary of AI inherently undermining accountability and stimulating the abandonment of rationality. Cautionary voices included cosmologist Stephen Hawking ( Celin-Jones 2014 ), Microsoft billionaire Bill Gates ( Mack 2015 ), and technology entrepreneur Elon Musk ( Suleyman 2017 ) (Clarke, 2019).
2) Literature review:

Artificial intelligence in Medical Field Line -

Artificial intelligence is represented opportunities for future work to develop improved data flow between various elements of the digital health ecosystem. This will enable more widespread adoption and integration of artificial intelligence-based tools into clinical practice. Engagement and support from the ophthalmology community for standards development will be important for advancing this work.

1. AIM has evolved dramatically over the past 5 decades. Since the advent of ML and DL, applications of AIM have expanded, creating opportunities for personalized medicine rather than algorithm-only based medicine. Predictive models can be used for diagnosing diseases, predicting therapeutic responses, and potentially preventative medicine in the future.

2. AI may improve diagnostic accuracy, improve efficiency in provider workflow and clinical operations, facilitate better disease and therapeutic monitoring, and improve procedure accuracy overall. Artificial intelligence (AI) is a nontechnical, popular term that refers to machine learning of various types but most often to deep neural networks.

3. Cardiology is at the forefront of AI in medicine. For this review, we searched PubMed and MEDLINE databases with no date restriction using search terms related to AI and cardiology. Articles were selected for inclusion based on relevance. We highlight the major achievements in recent years in nearly all areas of cardiology and underscore the mounting evidence suggesting how AI will take center stage in the field.

Artificial intelligence requires a close collaboration among computer scientists, clinical investigators, clinicians, and other users to identify the most relevant problems to be solved. 5. Best practices in the generation and implementation of AI include the selection of ideal data sources, taking into account common challenges during the interpretation, validation, and generalizability of findings, and addressing safety and ethical concerns before final implementation.

6. The future of AI in cardiology and medicine, in general, is bright as the collaboration between investigators and clinicians continues to excel (Lopez-Jimenez et al., 2020).

History of artificial intelligence in medicine -

Artificial intelligence was first described in 1950; however, several limitations in early models prevented widespread acceptance and application to medicine. In the early 2000s, many of these limitations were overcome by the advent of deep learning. Now that AI systems can analyze complex algorithms and self-learning, we enter a new age in medicine where AI can be applied to clinical practice through risk assessment models, improving diagnostic accuracy and workflow efficiency. This article presents a brief historical perspective on the evolution of AI over the last several decades and the introduction and development of AI in medicine in recent years. A summary of the major applications of AI in gastroenterology and endoscopy is also presented, which will be reviewed in further detail by several other articles in this issue (Kaul et al., 2020).

Artificial Intelligence in Agriculture -

Food shortage and population growth are the most challenges facing sustainable development worldwide. Advanced technologies such as artificial intelligence (AI), the Internet of Things (IoT), and the mobile internet can provide realistic solutions to the challenges that are facing the world. Therefore, this work focuses on the new approaches regarding smart farming (SF) from 2019 to 2021, where the work illustrates the data gathering, transmission, storage, analysis, and also, suitable solutions. IoT is one of the essential pillars in smart systems, as it connects sensor devices to perform various basic tasks. The smart irrigation system
The agriculture sector from different factors such as climate change, population growth, employment issues in this field, and food safety. It is important to acknowledge that biotechnology is also an important element in modern Agricoltural production as well as the importance of livestock production to the agricultural economy. However, due to the length limit, the scope of this article will focus strictly on information technologies that crop production. Agriculture automation is the main concern and emerging subject for every country. The world population is increasing at a very fast rate and with an increase in population the need for food increase demand and so they have to hamper the soil by using harmful pesticides in an intensified manner. This affects the agriculture practice a lot and, in the end, the land remains barren with no fertility. (Jha et al., 2019) The Systems of Artificial Intelligence (SAI) can be deemed subjects of law. This aim is formulated according to the technical capability- ties integrated into SAI and the SAI’s ability to interact independently with other legal subjects. SAI features, such as direct connection with intellectual skills, and the ability to understand, learn and make autonomous decisions may cause situations where autonomous systems based on AI will make decisions that will be in the best interests of individuals, (Grigiene, 2017). The method segments citrus le- Sion spots with optimized weighted segmentation method uses colour, texture, and geometric features and carries out feature selection with dimensionality reduction, entropy, and skewness-based covariance vector; finally, it classifies the samples with a support vector machine. The method is tested on the citrus disease image gallery dataset, plant village, and a local dataset, and is capable of detecting anthracnose, black spot, canker, scab, greening, and melanosism. (Cruz et al., 2019). Artificial Intelligence techniques in agriculture and their importance. The United Nations FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization) states that the world population would increase by another 2 billion in 2050 while the additional land area under cultivation will only be 4% at that time. In such circumstances use the latest technological solutions to make farming more efficient. A direct application of AI or machine intelligence across the farming sector could act to be the epitome of a shift in how farming is practiced today. Using Artificial intelligence, we can develop smart farming practices to minimize the loss of farmers and proved them with high yields. A farming solution that is AI-powered enables a farmer to do more with less, enhancing the quality and also ensuring a quick (GTM) go-to-market strategy for crops. The current paper throws a vision of how the diverse sectors of agriculture can be fuelled using AI. It also investigates the future of agriculture and the challenges ahead. Agriculture is one of the biggest concerns to all mankind since most of the food is produced by agriculture. At present, many people still suffer from hunger due to a lack of food in some countries, especially in Africa. Especially, suffering from hunger caused chronic under our-ismene in more than 800 million people in the world in 2016. More notably, more than 10 million people died from hunger per year. (Bu & Wang, 2019). Artificial Intelligence in Agriculture is an international, Open journal, publishing original research, reviews, and perspectives on the theory and practice of artificial intelligence in agriculture, food, bio-system engineering, and related areas. (Singh, 2019). The farmers face great difficulties in changing from one disease control method to another. As naked-eye observation to detect and classify diseases is very expensive various plant diseases pose a great threat to the agricultural sector by reducing the life of the plants. There are three steps where first is capturing the images then Filtering and last segmentation using the median filtering method. After segmentation features are extracted for the classification of diseases. the effect of leaf area, soil moisture, mulching fraction, and leaf senescence on ET and parameterized and validated the model by using the measured ET from EC systems in an irrigated maize field with mulching of northwest China, a good agreement was found between ET estimated by the modified P-T model with measurement for both of half-hourly and daily time scale. Nevertheless, many input parameters of direct models cannot be easily obtained, therefore the wide application of the direct models has limited the applicability of AI approaches for actual crop evapotranspiration (ET) remains uncertain, especially in plastic mulched croplands. The objective of the present study was to evaluate the applicability of two different artificial intelligence approaches, including support vector machine (SVM) and artificial neural network optimized by genetic algorithm (GANN), in actual ET in a rainfed maize field under non-mulching (CK) and partial plastic film mulching (MFR). A field experiment was conducted for continuous measurements of ET, meteorological variables, leaf area index (LAI), and plant heights (he) under both CK and MFR during the maize seasons of 2011–2013. The meteorological data containing minimum, maximum, mean air temperature, minimum, maximum, mean relative humidity, solar radiation, wind speed, and crop data including LAI and he during maize growing seasons of 2011–2012 were used to train the SVM and GANN models by using two different input combination, and data of 2013 were used to validate the performances of the models. The (Singh, 2019). It has been reported in
research that the drought-induced conditions developed seasonally in the event of El Nino (also known as the warm phase of El Nino Southern Oscillation, ENSO). El Nino is induced by the reduction of trade winds and, in tandem with the increase of earth surface temperatures, appears to occur on average, every 3–4 years. frequencies and intensities; characteristics that are not easily de-ermined effectively using empirical relations. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Fuzzy Logic (FL), and Support Vector Regression (SVR) are examples of AI models that can be used to forecast the time series based on historical data. The wavelet transform is defined as a time-dependent approach that decomposes the data series in the time-frequency space by providing a time-scale re-presentation of processes and their connections. The original time series is decomposed into two components, a high-frequency (high-pass) component, and a low-frequency (low-pass) component. Unlike the Fourier transform, the DWT localizes a time series both in scaling and space and has some other components where the wavelet function can be more rapidly compared to a similar Fourier function (Kanika et al., 2012). India is an agrarian country, and a major part of its economy depends on the agricultural sector. The share of agriculture in the Indian Gross Domestic Product and total exports and 16% and 10% re-sportively. About 75% population of India depends on the agricultural sector either directly or indirectly. Therefore, disease-free good quality or indirectly. Therefore, disease-free good quality crop production is essential for the growth of the country’s economy,(Beedi & Gole, 2021).

Artificial intelligence in global warming essay -

Climate change is the biggest challenge facing the planet. It will need every solution possible, including technology like artificial intelligence. Dynamic cooling and heating load forecasting of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems are a basis for optimizing the operation of HVAC systems and can contribute to achieving effective management for the HVAC systems. This paper proposes a load forecasting method for office buildings based on artificial intelligence and regression analysis, including wavelet transform, support vector machines (SVM), and partial least squares regression (PLS). An office building located in Tianjin; China is taken as the building case study to validate the proposed model. For selecting the input variables, the methods of sensitivity analysis and correlation analysis are used. (Glover & Greenberg, 1989) The results of different worlds depend solely on conventional energy sources, for example, coal, natural gas, and crude oil. In addition, the demand for energy use is growing every day, which, however, results in a brisk demand for the usual fossil fuels. Whereas the sources of energy are limited and unload quickly, that in turn pressures the stability of potential generations of energy demand. In addition, the un-predictable supply of the aforementioned sources and the negative influence on the administrative balances between energy (petroleum) exporting/importing nations warrants vital investigations on the prospects of popular means for producing energy. In recent years, global warming and climate change are two main important issues in the global economy and environment, and they have had a considerable effect on the insufficient accessibility and rising cost of energy.(Zaharie et al., 2016) Buildings consume a substantial share of global energy consumption. Therefore, substantial energy savings can be realized by buildings that are properly designed and operated. Heating load (HL) and cooling load (CL) are measures of energy that must be added or removed from space by a heating ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) system to provide the desired level of thermal comfort within the space. Therefore, early predictions of building CL and HL can help engineers design energy-efficient buildings. The artificial intelligence (AI) inference model has recently proven to be a viable alternative approach to predicting EPB. AI is employed to develop models that simulate the human inference processes. Thus, AI can infer new facts from previously acquired information and can adaptively change in response to changes in historical data. Asanas and Xara stated that AI not only obtains solutions very quickly but also assists building designers in analysing the influence of input parameters. Many studies have explored the use of AI models for predicting various interests in the context of EPB.(May Tzuc et al., 2021) However, most works have reported unsatisfactory error rates, and most have considered only a few factories that affect building energy use. (Chou & Bui, 2014) although the extent of their utilization was underestimated as smartphones are now being used widely. For instance, the ease of accessing and downloading scientific articles on one’s computer in his/her office or home would have seemed like science fiction back in 1995, when finding such articles required spending many hours in the library (often in its basement for older publications) and making photocopies to keep them for later use.(Weng et al., 2019) Moreover, having access, from one’s smartphone or tablet to news from anywhere in the world, being able to subscribe to digital services, obtain weather forecasts, purchase games, watch movies, make payments using smartphones, and a plethora of other, useful applications was greatly underestimated, while the extensive use of the cloud for storing large amounts of data for free was not predicted at all at
that time.(Drury et al., 2017) Even in 1995 when the implications of Moore’s law leading to increasing computer speed and storage while reducing costs were well known, nevertheless, it was hard to imagine that in 2016 there would be 60 trillion web pages, 2.5 billion smartphones, more than 2 billion personal computers, and 3.5 billion Google searches a day(Markakis, 2017). AI is an intelligent machine with stable, robust, strong learning and analytical capabilities, as well as adaptive capabilities that have been applied successfully to many areas of science and engineering. AI combines science and technology which include cloud computing and big data to deal with complex dynamic nonlinear phenomena.(Polatajko et al., 2021) Dai et al. put forward a genetically optimized inverse model proportional-integral-derivative controller based on support vector machines for regression algorithm. It is named the GO-SVR-IMCPID controller, which can control the nonlinear grain drying process very well. artificial intelligence technology can assist the efficient physical field to control the drying of fruits and vegetables, and what problems can be solved in the process of efficient physical field drying by different artificial in-intelligence technologies.(Chen et al., 2020). Artificial intelligence (AI) is increasingly finding its way into many segments of people’s lives. AI is intended to simplify people’s lives and support them in a variety of situations. The study examines which influencing factors play a role in the behaviour of products containing or using AI and established an approach in research on the acceptance of new technologies is the technology Acceptance Model (TAM).(Gasser & Reich, 2021). The three terms’ definitions have some minor differences; however, since they are a result of the same technical ad noncement in the industry, they are used interchangeably throughout this paper. Industry 4.0 includes advanced and modern technologies and methods where small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) lack the resources and knowledge to utilize and set up a dedicated strategy for the transformation. (Jha et al., 2019)The identified characteristics were entrepreneurship, innovation, learning orientation, and power centralization (the leadership of one leader). Boeuf et al. identified four managerial characteristics of SMEs: short-term strategy, the importance of the SME manager, lack of expert support function, and short hierarchical line(Hansen & Bøgh, 2021). AI has become one of the main strategic directions for emerging internet technology companies, and achieves great consequences. For example, in the field of technological development, many Chinese technologies are in the international leading position, such as Baidu’s face recognition, and speech recognition. According to the “WIPO Technology Trends” released by the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) in 2019, the United States and China are far ahead of other countries in patent applications in AI and related basic research. And, China has developed significant advantages in emerging deep learning technologies, while the development of AI not only helps people discover new knowledge but also assists people in effectively grouping what is already known. Consequently, these authors believe that the introduction of AI promotes different combinations of knowledge and significant economic growth. (Liu et al., 2020). AI approaches in combination with CFD solutions can noticeably decrease the computational cost and time in problems related to nanofluids. It is noteworthy that there is no review paper on AI applications in nanofluids thus far and therefore, the present paper is the first systematic survey on new advancements of AI approaches in the field of nanofluids.(Wang & Srinivasan, 2017) A complete set of AI methods that are employed for nanofluids is reviewed by emphasizing benefits and limitations. A neural network is created by a set of tiny separately interconnected processing components. Information is transferred via these components using interconnections. Each incoming connection possesses two magnitudes related to it, including an input magnitude as well as a weight coefficient. The summation develops the output of each unit.(Bahraini et al., 2019). Artificial intelligence (AI) techniques are becoming useful as alternate approaches to conventional techniques or as components of integrated systems. They have been used to solve complicated practical problems in various areas and are becoming more popular nowadays.(Levin et al., 2022) They can learn from examples, are fault tolerant in the sense that they can handle noisy and incomplete data, can deal with nonlinear problems, and once trained can perform prediction and generalization at high speed.(Desai et al., 2008) AI-based systems are being developed and deployed worldwide in a wide variety of applications, mainly because of their symbolic reasoning, flexibility, and explanation capabilities. Biological nerve cells, called neurons, receive signals from neighbouring neurons or receptors through dendrites, process the received electrical pulses at the cell body, and transmit signals through a large and thick nerve fiber called an axon. In a similar way.(Mellit & Kalogirou, 2008).
3) Discussion -

Artificial Intelligence refers to the intelligence of machines. This is in contrast to the natural intelligence of humans and animals. With Artificial Intelligence, machines perform learning, planning, reasoning, and problem-solving functions. Most noteworthy, Artificial Intelligence is the simulation of human intelligence by machines.

These machines can react to situations. A famous example can be Deep Blue, the IBM chess program. Most noteworthy, the chess program won against the popular chess legend. This refers to understanding others. Above all, this means to understand that others have their beliefs, intentions, desires, and opinions. However, this type of AI does not exist yet. First of all, AI has significant use in healthcare. Companies are trying to develop technologies for quick diagnosis. Artificial Intelligence would efficiently operate on patients without human supervision. Such technological surgeries are already taking place. Another excellent healthcare technology is IBM Watson. First of all, AI has significant use in healthcare. Companies are trying to develop technologies for quick diagnosis. Artificial Intelligence would efficiently operate on patients without human supervision. Such technological surgeries are already taking place. Another excellent healthcare technology is IBM Watson. AI can greatly increase the rate of work in manufacturing. Manufacture of a huge number of products can take place with AI. Furthermore, the entire production process can take place without human intervention. Hence, a lot of time and effort is saved. The history of artificial intelligence (AI) is more recent and not as advanced as many politicians assume. The actual history is rather messy, but it tends to work out as follows. In the 1950s, a visionary mathematician named Norbert Wiener was testing a version of the Turing machine with a chess program. It worked Turing called it "computers that think." The machine became known as the first "universal" machine, and it allowed theorists to explore the ramifications of the computational universe. But it was too slow to accomplish its full promise. What makes the Turing machine so fascinating is that in theory, it can only achieve human-level intelligence because of a very specific device it uses to store its data. A personal computer could do the same thing, but it would need. Artificial Intelligence (AI) plays a vital role in boosting agriculture and farming thus helping agriculture-based economies to grow. Agriculture can take benefit from emerging technologies like AI-based Automated Robotic Systems to optimize irrigation, crop monitoring, farming, automate spraying and optimize the exercise of pesticides and herbicides. Many mobile applications are available that leverage the power of AI to facilitate farmers by offering a variety of functions from better trade opportunities to controlling and boosting the field’s yield.

4) Conclusion -

Artificial Intelligence has helped people create robotic and computer systems to make their businesses more economically efficient. Life was forever changed by AI because human’scloud uses the assistance of machines to complete repetitive, dangerous, and difficult tasks. With the help of AI machines, people could use the assistance of machines to complete repetitive, dangerous, and difficult tasks. With the help of AI machines, people could get jobs done faster and easier. Businesses could improve manufacturing output, data processing, and customer service efficiency. AI is probably one of the most important turning points in the field of computer technology. The reason for the importance of AI is the increasing amount of skills AI machines can possess. The jobs that AI might take away are jobs that people shouldn’t have to do. It gives people the opportunity to get a better education so they can get jobs they might enjoy more. In conclusion, AI is seen in many places in everyday life; in phones, computers, jobs, and many other things which have forever changed life and technology. Most scenarios about future AI are hypothetical, but AI presents us with existential questions. It shows that where science stops, philosophy and spirituality begin. If you want to write a conclusion on AI then first you understand AI and know about them. This may occur gradually as different brain regions become replaced over time, or it may occur as a result of a procedure. This strongly suggests a fundamental shift in the medical and healthcare industries, wherein physicians, nurses, and the rest of the multidisciplinary team would collaborate with those with higher IQs. A promising area of research and development, the use of artificial intelligence in clinical practise is developing as quickly as other contemporary topics like precision medicine, genomics, and teleconsultation. The development of AI cannot be separated from medicine, and the activity of doctors will be strongly correlated with AI. The best option for future liver medical treatment will be machine-assisted medical services.
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